Our focus in this paper is the development, analysis and implementation of a new hybrid block method with one generalized off step point for solving second order ordinary differential equation directly. In the derivation of the method, power series is adopted as basis function to obtain the main continuous scheme through collocation and interpolations approach. Taylor method is also used together with new method to generate the non-overlapping numerical results. As required by all numerical methods, the numerical properties of the new block which include convergent and stability region are also investigated. The developed method was found to compare favourably with the existing methods in term of error.
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Introduction
This article considered the solution to the general second order initial value problem (IVPs) of the form y = f (x, y, y ), y(a) = η 0 , y (a) = η 1 . x ∈ [a, b].
(1)
Class of Equations (1) often arises in numerous areas of engineering and sciences such as physics, biology and chemical. Mostly, these equations have not analytical solution. For that reason, numerical methods become very crucial. Indeed, several numerical methods for solving Equation (1) have been proposed, for example, Euler method, Runge-Kutta, linear multistep method, predictor -corrector method, block method and hybrid method (see [4] , [7] and [8] ). However, these methods have their drawbacks which effects on their accuracy and efficiency. Recently, hybrid block methods for solving equations (1) directly have been proposed. In the latter, the researchers have tried to combine advantages of direct, block and hybrid methods ( see [1] , [2] , [3] , [5] and [6] ) to overcome the zero stability problem in linear multistep as well as to avoid setbacks in reduction methods and generating numerical results concurrently.
Methodology
In this section, one step block hybrid method with one generalized off step points i.e x n+s for solving (1) is derived.
Let the approximate solution of (1) to be the power series polynomial of the form:
where, i-x ∈ [x n , x n+1 ] for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1, ii-v denotes of the number of interpolation points which is equal to the order of differential equation, iii-m represents the number of collocation points , iv-h = x n − x n−1 is constant step size of partition of interval [a, b] which is given by a = x 0 < x 1 < ...
Differentiating (2) twice gives
Interpolating (2) at x n , x n+s and collocating (3) at all points in the selected interval produces five equations which can be written in matrix of the form:
Applying Gaussian elimination method to (5) gives
The values of a i s, i = 0(1)5 are substituted back into equation (2) to give a continuous implicit scheme of the form
The first derivative of equation (6) gives
where
Evaluating equation (6) at the non-interpolatig point x n+1 , this yields
Equation (7) is evaluated at all points x n , x n+s , x n+1 to produce
Combining equation (8)- (11) will produce a block of the form:
(12) 0 0 0
Multiplying Equation (12) by the inverse of
where I is 4 × 4 identity matrix and
0 0 0 
3 Analysis of the Method
Order of the Methhod
The linear difference operator L associated with (13) is defined as components are expanded in Taylors series respectively and its terms are collected in powers of h to give
Definition 3.1 Hybrid block method (13) and associated linear operator (18)are said to be of order p, ifC 0 =C 1 =2 = · · · =C p+2 = 0 andC p+2 = 0 with error vector constantsC p+2 .
Expanding (13) in Taylor series about x n gives
y n − 2s−1 12s−12
By comparing the coefficient of h, we obtain the order of the method to be [3, 3, 3, 3] T with error constant 
Zero Stability
The hybrid block method (13) is said to be zero stable if the first characteristic polynomial π(r) having roots such that |r z |1, and if |r z | = 1, then, the multiplicity of r z must not greater than two. In order to find the zero-stability of the block (13), we only consider the solution of the first characteristic polynomial, That is Π(r) = |r I −B which implies r = 0, 0, 1, 1. Hence, our method is zero stable for all s ∈ (0, 1)
Consistency
The one step hybrid block method (13) is said to be consistent if its order greater than or equal one i.e. P ≥ 1 This proves that our method is consistent for all s ∈ (a, b).
Convergence
Theorem 3.1 (Henrici, 1962) . Consistency and zero stability are sufficient conditions for a linear multistep method to be convergent Since the method is consistent and zero stable, it implies the method is convergent for all s.
Region of Absolute Stability
In this work, the region of absolute stability is defined by locus boundary method. The method (13) is said to be absolutely stable if for a given h, all roots of the characteristic polynomial π(z, h) = ρ(z) −hσ(z), satisfies |z t | < 1. Test equation y = −λ 2 y is substituted in (13) whereh = −λ 2 h 2 and λ = df dy . Then, substituting z = e iθ = cos θ − i sin θ in the characteristic function and considering real part yields
Numerical Results
By substituting s = into equation (14)- (17), the following block of one step with one hybrid points and its derivative are obtained
Based on the approach used in section (3.1), the block and its derivative above are of order [3, 3, 3, 3] T with error constant [1.486054e
T . In order to find the region of absolute stability of (21), s = 1 3 is substituted into equation (20), and this gives h(θ, h) = (648(cos(t) − 1)) (cos(t) − 7)
Evaluating equation (22) at intervals of 30
• produces results tabulated below. .
Exact solution:
y(x) = 1 + 
Conclusion
A one step hybrid block method with one generalized off step points was formulated. The method was tested to be convergent with order three for all off step point belong to selected interval. The developed method was applied to solve both non-linear and linear problems of second ODEs without reduction to the equivalents system of first order ODEs. Generated results confirm the high accuracy of the new methods.
